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Abstract: Whether consciousness is hard to explain depends on the notion of explanation at              

play. Importantly, for an explanation to be successful, it is necessary to have a correct               

understanding of the relevant basic empirical facts (i.e. the explanans). We review            

socio-historical factors that account for why, as a field, the neuroscience of consciousness             

has not been particularly successful at getting the basic facts right. And yet, we tend to aim                 

for explanations of an unrealistically and unnecessarily ambitious nature. This discrepancy           

between ambitious notions of explanations and the relatively poor quality of explanans may             

account for what Chalmers calls “the meta-problem”.   1

 

  

1 This is a commentary on Chalmer’s target paper “The meta-problem of consciousness” (2018). 
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Being conscious is not sufficient for having explanatory intuitions 

It is often said that consciousness is hard to explain, but why do we think that consciousness                 

is hard to explain? As Chalmers remarks, “intuitions holding that consciousness is hard to              

explain” (p.12) are central to this meta-problem. When discussing the source of these             

intuitions, Chalmers claims that “all we need is the basic fact that there is something it is like                  

to be us” (p.49).  

But at least two more things are required. First, we need some notion of explanation               

in order to envision what an explanation of consciousness would look like. Second, we need               

some candidate explanans, namely, something that does the explaining, or, in this case,             

something that fails to explain. 

One cannot judge that consciousness is hard to explain without any notion of what an               

explanation is supposed to be, and even when some notions of explanation are in place, it is                 

only a subset of notions of explanation involving reduction (think here of            

deductive-nomological explanations) that can really give rise to the hard problem (Taylor            

2015). Consequently, if philosophers define “explanation” in a way that does not fit actual              

scientific projects of reductive explanation, or in a way that makes it straightforwardly             

impossible to explain consciousness, then it’s no surprise that they find consciousness hard             

to explain. This leaves open the possibility that scientists are in fact reductively explaining              

consciousness, but that actual reductive scientific explanation does not correspond to           

philosophers’ fictions about what reductive scientific explanations are supposed to be.           2

Hence, the judgment “consciousness is hard to explain” must result, at the very least, both               

from a set of intuitions about consciousness, and a set of intuitions about what it is to give a                   

reductive explanation of a phenomenon. 

Importantly, to have an explanatory intuition, one also needs some candidate           

explanans. Indeed, any putative explanation must presuppose that something does the job            

of explaining. What exactly is supposed to fail to explain consciousness? Problematically,            

the explanans that generate explanatory intuitions are generally not very well defined, and             

sometimes outright implausible. These range from ‘physical facts’ explaining consciousness          

in general, to the infamous ‘C-fiber firings’ explaining conscious pain (Puccetti, 1977). Sure             

enough, if one contemplates explaining pain by simply appealing to ‘C-fiber firings’, one will              

2 As Bickle (2008) remarks, the notion of “reductive explanation” used in philosophy of mind (e.g.,                
Chalmers, 1996; Levine 1983) is often based on highly idealized and elementary examples, such as               
the water-H2O reduction, instead of actual examples of successful scientific reductions. Compare, for             
example, discussions of the reduction of water to H2O in philosophy of mind with the careful analysis                 
of the process by which scientists came to identify water with H2O, provided by philosophers of                
science (e.g. Chang, 2012; see also Godfrey-Smith, 2008). 
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tend to have the intuition that the task is quite difficult. Similarly, one would find the                

properties of electricity equally hard to explain by appealing to Thales’ view that everything is               

made out of water.  

Likewise, if we get the neural correlates of consciousness flat wrong, then it is hardly               

a surprise that we find consciousness hard to explain. As such, the lack of success of                

consciousness science in identifying plausible neural correlates of consciousness might also           

reinforce prevailing explanatory intuitions. Note that we do not mean the reverse: we are not               

saying that explanatory intuitions would automatically disappear if scientists identified some           

neural mechanisms the activity of which perfectly correlates with differences in conscious            

states. But identifying these would be a necessary good start. Thus, an analysis of the               

meta-problem is incomplete if it does not take into account the quality of the explanans               

involved in generating explanatory intuitions. 

 

Why socio-historical factors matter: a model 

Chalmers expresses skepticism towards socio-historical answers to the meta-problem:  

Some might give genealogical accounts of problem intuitions in terms of accidents of cultural              

history. Perhaps we have all been over-influenced by Descartes, for example. Others might give              

psychoanalytic explanations, perhaps in terms of fear of death, or our yearning to be special. I                

am skeptical that explanations of this sort go deep enough... (p. 20-21) 

But socio-historical factors do not simply influence our philosophical views about the topic             

itself. They also influence our choice of theoretical approaches, understanding of what count             

as good enough explanations, as well as our ability to produce a good explanans (the quality                

of the science itself). 

We propose a model describing a vicious cycle that consciousness science has been             

in (Figure 1). In a nutshell, when a scientific topic is taboo, it attracts what Sperber (2010)                 

called “gurus”, namely, individuals with high levels of (sometimes unearned) authority who            

tend to adopt what we call “revolutionary” views. Since they already earned credit from the               

scientific community in other domains, the gurus can engage in speculation without much             

repercussion for their careers. Then, these “gurus” are prone to what Kitcher (1995, p. 323)               

calls “backscratching”. Backscratching happens when individuals express (sometimes        

unconditional) support for the revolutionary views of gurus. In turn, backscratchers elevate            

their own status and visibility, and reinforce the attribution of authority to the gurus. Often,               

backscratchers are not scientific experts on the topic, and together with a lack of incentives,               

they fail to critically evaluate the gurus’ claims. This can lead to a breakdown of the peer                 
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review process, meaning that the empirical rigor as well as the reputation of the field go                

down, which also decreases the prospects for funding. This last factor then feeds back into               

the first factor: because of the lack of funding and the lack of respect within the broader                 

scientific community, the quality of the science suffers and the topic remains a taboo.  

Below we will use historical as well as contemporary examples to illustrate how each              

step of this model applies in the case of consciousness science. If this model is correct, it                 

accounts for why our notion of explanation is unrealistic, relative to the explanans             

consciousness science manages to produce thus far. In turn, this would account for the              

meta-problem. 

 

Figure 1. A vicious cycle that reinforces our explanatory intuitions, and accounts for             

why empirical progress has been limited (which in turns limits the prospects of             

successful explanations). The terms ‘gurus’ and ‘backscratchers’ are taken from          

Sperber (2010) and Kitcher (1995) respectively.  

 

Step 1: from taboos to revolutionary ‘gurus’ 

Baars (2004) wrote: “psychologists avoided consciousness for most of the twentieth century.            

The central topic in psychological science became taboo. Those with serious interest in it              

risked professional suicide.” (p.4).  

Accordingly, those who engaged in the early scientific study of consciousness tended            

to be those with enough job security to be willing to take such a risk. For example, this                  

included neuroscientists John Eccles (Eccles 1965) and Roger Sperry (Sperry, 1969), who            

were both Nobel Prize winners, as well as other titans in neuroscience, such as Wilder               

Penfield (1975) or in psychology, such as Leon Festinger (1967). In the early 90s, two more                

Nobel Prize winners joined in: Francis Crick (Crick & Koch, 1990) and Gerald Edelman              
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(Tononi and Edelman, 1998). Note that neither of them were originally neuroscientists by             

training. 

Another prominent figure in the 1990s ‘revival’ was also from outside the field; Sir              

Roger Penrose is an eminent theoretical physicist. It is notable that Penrose’s (1989)             

contribution to studies of consciousness has been used as an example when Sperber             

proposed the “guru effect” – an effect by which the authority of the source of a statement                 

circumvents its critical evaluation, when there is little empirical evidence available for the             

evaluation, or when evaluating this statement is too costly – for instance in the case of                

Penrose’s statements, because evaluating them requires the mastery of too many domains            

(Sperber, 2010).  

We refrain from taking sides regarding Penrose’s actual intellectual contribution to           

the problem. But historically, there is indeed a pattern for eminent scientists entering the field               

to favour ambitious ideas that are difficult to be scientifically evaluated by the community.              

Another example is John Eccles, who went from a decades-long careful consideration of the              

nature of the synapse to writing that: 

... mind-brain interaction is analogous to a probability field of quantum mechanics, which             

has neither mass nor energy yet can cause effective action at microsites. More             

specifically it is proposed that the mental concentration involved in intentions or planned             

thinking can cause neural events by a process analogous to the probability fields of              

quantum mechanics.” (1989, p 197) 

It is extremely difficult to find any empirical evidence that would specifically support Eccles’              

claims. Eccles himself mentions “psycho-kinetic experiments” (1951, p. 57). If one rightfully            

puts this highly controversial ‘evidence’ aside, it is fair to say that his view was radically                

underdetermined by the available empirical evidence (Turnbull, 2018). 

That one can turn from careful experimental studies to wild metaphysical           

speculations as soon as one enters the field of consciousness is notable. Another related              

example may be B.F. Skinner, who is well known for his methodological conservatism             

(Skinner, 1953). However, later on in his career he speculated rather loosely on             

consciousness and human nature (Skinner, 1971). Overall, there seems to be a culture             

supporting the indulgent impression that consciousness is such a topic of an entirely unique              

nature that usual scientific prudence needs not apply. 

Let us distinguish between two approaches to scientific problems in consciousness           

science: the “revolutionary” and the “incremental”. On the revolutionary approach, theories           

are built with the explicit goal of solving the problem of consciousness. On the incremental               

approach, theories are built with the goal of answering as many “why-questions” (van             
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Fraassen, 1980) as possible, such as: why is this part of the brain active only when one is                  

conscious, or why is it that subjects do not report being conscious of stimuli that are quickly                 

followed by a mask, and so forth. 

Philosophers may be less excited about these incremental efforts, because they do            

not tend to immediately yield direct solutions to the “problem of consciousness”. But it is               

undeniable that answering these incremental questions would improve our general          

understanding of consciousness. If one adopts the view that, roughly, explanation and            

understanding are two sides of the same coin, as claimed by a number of philosophers of                

science (e.g., Friedman, 1974; Salmon, 1993; Strevens, 2013; Khalifa, 2012), answers to            

these why-questions, to the extent that they improve our understanding of consciousness,            

constitute part of an explanation of consciousness. 

Throughout the history of consciousness science, revolutionary approaches have         

featured prominently. Besides the examples given above, this general pattern is easy to             

understand: given the enormous stature of some scientists that this taboo topic attracts,             

typically near their end of careers, many are aiming for a major ‘blowout’, one last               

ground-breaking achievement to add to their well-decorated vitae. It makes sense for them             

to take bigger risks than usual. 

As such, we emphasize that adopting this revolutionary approach was contingent,           

and depended on historical and sociological factors rather than on scientific necessity.            

Instead of trying to “solve” the problem of consciousness head-on, and explain why we are               

conscious at all, consciousness scientists could have attempted to answer a wide variety of              

simpler why-questions regarding consciousness. The explicit hope, from the outset, that one            

day there will be a single all-encompassing theory of consciousness, tantamount to a             

scientific revolution, is at odds with how progress in other scientific disciplines typically has              

taken place.  

In other areas in which scientists have tackled difficult problems, the incremental            

approach has been successful. For example, the feeling that life is unexplainable in             

physico-biological terms did not vanish because scientists found a theoretical definition of life             

(Machery, 2012), and a corresponding set of “correlates” of life from which one would be               

able to conclude that, given those correlates, the existence of life was a matter of logical                

necessity. Instead, explanatory intuitions largely disappeared because scientists broke-down         

the big problem into smaller, tractable problems, such as understanding heredity and            

homeostasis. Importantly, on this incremental approach, explanatory intuitions do not          

suddenly disappear due to a revolutionary theory. Rather, they progressively fade away as             
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demonstrable progress in scientific understanding of the target phenomenon is being made            

(de Regt, 2017).  

We do not assume that the revolutionary approach has no merits. Our point is that an                

incremental approach is at least just as important. Nor do we mean that the revolutionary               

approach has completely dominated the field; many do work on incremental problems (Block             

et al., 2014; Michel et al., 2019). However, given the enormous influence that revolutionary              

views have, this can severely undercut the necessary incremental progress, as we will             

explain next. 

 

Step 2: from gurus to backscratching 

Both the choice of overall approaches (revolutionary versus incremental), as well as details             

regarding the explanans, require scientific arbitration. However, as was made clear by the             

examples above, given the ambitious nature of such revolutionary claims, views on            

consciousness are often very difficult to be evaluated properly by the scientific community.  

When theory choice is underdetermined by empirical evidence, it has been           

suggested that non-epistemic social values take a more significant place in determining            

which theories scientists as well as non-experts will support (Kuhn 1977). Among those             

values is the authority of the source of a theory, which may be particularly important given                

the presence of (even just a few) gurus (Sperber, 2010). 

To understand the “guru effect” (Sperber 2010) in this context, it is important to              

distinguish between two types of authority, following Kitcher’s taxonomy: 

there is unearned authority that stems from the scientist’s social position (…), the type of               

authority that arises from being associated with a major institution or from having been trained               

by a prominent figure; this contrasts with earned authority, that credibility assigned by reflection              

on the scientist’s performances or through consideration of others’ opinions of those            

performances. (Kitcher, 1995, p.315) 

Using authority as a heuristic might work quite well in many cases: after all, a good                

explanation for a scientist’s authority is her ability to do good research. However, this              

heuristic is sometimes dysfunctional: without much empirical data available, our cognitive           

mechanisms for evaluating the relevance of an idea or theory tend to rely primarily on               

(unearned) authority as a proxy for relevance (Sperber 2010).  

Importantly, this ‘guru effect’ is itself a vicious cycle: the unearned authority of the              

source of a theory leads to a high number of followers, which themselves reinforce the               

authority of the source. In accordance with Kitcher’s model of authority in science (1995), we               
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label these followers “backscratchers”. According to Kitcher, backscratching is “a process in            

which your positive opinion of me raises my respect for you, which, in turn, may further                

increase you attribution of authority to me” (p.323). The simple idea is that being part of the                 

restricted community of the guru has an advantage for the backscratchers, namely, they can              

earn credit by capitalizing on, and reinforcing, the authority of the guru. For example, Eccles               

had earned a high level of authority, most of which did not come from a rigorous study of                  

consciousness per se. As such, the authority of his claims regarding consciousness was             

unearned, compared to his authority on, say, synaptic transmission. The well-known           

relationship between Eccles, a scientist with authority, and Popper, a philosopher outside the             

relevant empirical field, illustrates the backscratching phenomenon. In this case, Eccles           

benefited from receiving the consideration of a well-known philosopher (Popper & Eccles,            

1984). This reinforced his authority: if a respected philosopher supports Eccles’ views, a             

good explanation seems that there must be something right to Eccles’ claims. On the other               

hand, Popper, as a philosopher, also benefited from showing that scientists with high levels              

of authority were taking his views seriously. This mutually beneficial relation forms the basis              

of the backscracthing effect (Kitcher, 1995). 

Historically, in the study of consciousness there were other instances where followers            

from outside of the discipline can support ideas rejected by experts within the field. Such               

was the case of Freud, who enjoyed an extremely high level of publicity. When psychiatry               

was ready to abandon his ideas, support from the humanities ensured that his academic              

influence remained prominent (Crews, 2017; Eysenck, 1984). This last example is of            

particular importance, because it illustrates a particularly exaggerated form of the guru and             

backscratching effects, to which we next turn. 

 

Step 3: Breakdown of peer-review, funding, and credibility 

Overall, this constellation of gurus and backscratchers does not constitute a good recipe for              

empirical success. But as the case of the decline of the so-called ‘Freudian empire’              

illustrates (Eysenck, 1984), sometimes guru and backscratching effects can be further           

fermented, leading to not just mistaken ideas, but rather, complete breakdown of peer             

review, funding, and credibility. To date, psychoanalysis is hardly considered a respectable            

scientific discipline, and public funding for its research is virtually non-existent. Several            

interrelated factors make this kind of decay, or at least its milder variants, particularly likely to                

happen in the field of consciousness. 
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The first factor is that because the field is small, just a handful of misguided scientists                

holding “false paradigms” can support and promote each other, forming a critical mass that              

would persist for decades to come. In a computational simulation work, Akerlof and             

Michaillat (2018) described exactly such a model, which may be particularly applicable to             

consciousness science, given the historical culture of lack of scientific prudence argued            

above; in their terms, our field has low ‘power’ to detect and eliminate falsehood.  

A second factor is media over-promotion, which is generally considered to be more             

problematic in consciousness science than in other disciplines (Michel et al., 2018, 2019).             

Since revolutionary views are more impressive, they tend to be more heavily promoted,             

attracting high visibility. Specifically in consciousness science, since the 1990s the stage has             

been pretty much set up for an emphasis on and appreciation of stardom (Bartlett, 2018).               

Media attention for the field loomed so large that at some point Francis Crick wished that                

journalists would stop writing about the topic (Gorman, 1997). In part the worry was that               

empty promises were broadcasted, which would hurt the credibility of the field. But media              

over-promotion also attracted a high level of attention and participation from non-experts,            

which further dilutes the expertise of the peer review group, beyond backscratching.  

Finally, the third related factor is funding. Historically, and up to this date, public              

funding for research in consciousness science is weak, especially in the US (Michel et al.,               

2018, 2019). Lack of funding itself means that less empirically rigorous science can be done.               

But there are also secondary effects. Amid lack of public funding, researchers seek to              

appeal to private donors. In the long term, private funding is generally considered less              

preferable for the healthy growth of the field, because of its relative reliance on personal               

connections over rigorous peer review (Michel et al., 2018, 2019). This interacts with the last               

factor: gurus who loom large in the popular media may earn underserved share of funding as                

a result, unduly increasing their influences. And this in turn opens up a pathway for funding                

competition whereby scientific quality is not rewarded, and peer opinions easily neglected. 

We note that not all three factors have played an equally large role throughout the               

history of the field. But the ‘fermentation’ process may not necessarily require all three              

factors to be present. 

 

Step 4: Completing the vicious cycle, collectively 

We take it that this last step is self-explanatory. Amid a breakdown of healthy peer review,                

funding, reputation, and job opportunities, many ordinary scientists might be deterred from            
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entrance. The field thus remains a taboo, attracting an unhealthy number of gurus ‘brave’              

enough to tackle the problem.  

Overall, we do not mean to place the emphasis on particular individuals. In fact, the               

individuals may not have the explicit intention and strategy to exploit the system as such.               

Some models show that rational individual scientists might, given some incentive structures,            

behave in counter-productive ways as groups (Mayo-Wilson, 2011). Our claim has been that             

the incentive structures are set up amid an historically prevalent culture for this vicious cycle               

to take place.  

Nor do we argue that the historical examples apply generally to the entire field. But               

because it is a vicious cycle, it only takes a few prominent individuals to engage in the said                  

activity, for this downward spiral to be initiated and re-initiated now and then. From there, it                

perpetuates itself. This leads to a generally unwarranted emphasis on revolutionary           

approaches that are decidedly unsupported by the quality of scientific evidence provided.  

 

Concluding remarks 

It is often said that consciousness is an emergent phenomenon. In a sense, all problems of                

emergence, e.g. life, are hard (O’Connor & Wong, 2015). But others have made peace with               

such conceptual tensions (Machery, 2012). What we have argued here is that we might have               

made the problem of consciousness particularly hard for ourselves, because we focused so             

much on the hardness of the problem, sometimes at the cost of the healthy growth of the                 

science itself – a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy.  

Our claim is not that these historical and sociological factors necessarily solve the             

meta-problem. Whether these factors are sufficient to account for the problem is an empirical              

matter. As such, one advantage of taking this socio-historical angle is that it can stimulate               

useful empirical meta-scientific research. Unfortunately, one recent survey (Michel et al.,           

2018) does seem to suggest that the current state of the field shows properties very much                

compatible with the model (Figure 1). Some of these observations are also supported by a               

statement made by as many as 58 current researchers (Michel et al., 2019). Further              

empirical research is of course needed, but we feel that given this context, writing off               

socio-historical factors from the outset would be a mistake. 
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